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Safety-first, Ga,mbli_ng, and the Subsistence Farmer#:t: 

~I* . **-* by Howard Kunreuther and Gavin Wnght 

I. Introduction 

Recent pape:rs discussing the plight of the low income farmer 

have hypothesized that their small land holdings cause them to be risk 

averse in their crcip planting decisions. For example, Falcon (1964), 

Mellor (1966), Boussard and Petit (1967), Behrman (1968) and Lipton (1968) 

contend that fluctuations in prices and yields lead sman farmers to grow 

a larger proportion of their land with food,crops which promise a lower 

expected return than the cash crop. Similarly, Porter (1969), Schultz 

(1964)~ Wharton (1968), and Roumasset (1971) hypothesize that a new inno-

vation, such as new rice technology, will not be readily adopted by low-

income farmers because of their inability to bear substantial risk. 

In apparent contrast to these analyses, there is in fact empir-

ical evidence that in many cases fanners with the smallest holdings of 

land wi11 plant a larger percentage of their land in cash crops than those 

with somewhat larger fanns, often a percentage comparable to that of the 

very largest enterprises. Table 1 presents illustrative data for three 

such cases: jute planting in Mymensingh (the largest jute growing district 

in Bangladesh), Nigerian cocoa fanning~ and cotton fanning in the late 

19th-century U.S. South. 

It is easy to understand that high·-income :farmers would be in a 

position to grow a larger proportion of their land with the crop having 

# TI1is research \vas partially supported by the National Science Foundation rnder 
Grant GI (39587) 
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Table 1 

r~~~~~desh ~~-h-· -p-i-st_r_i_c_t_) ___ ....,.... ____ N-.i-g-"'e:~-a-(9_6_F_a_n:-1--·--J' U~S. South (1880) -----

Acreage Class Percent of Land Acreage Class · Acreage Class Percent of Land 
Cash Crop Food Crop Cash Cx-o:J Food C p Cash Crop Food Crop 

0- 0.49 

0.5-0.99 

1.0-2.49 

2.5-4.99 

5.0-7.49 

7.5-12.49 

3~~~~~::e) ---+i--o---1-_-99-~...,.....---':'-·~-~:°':1·f 47.2 , o-49 r::~::"i I;~~= 
I ! 

28.8 71.2 2-3.99 42.S 57.S 50-99 46.46 I 53.54 

24.S 75.5 4-6.~ 19.2 I 60.I 100-199 45.13 I 54.87 

16.2 1-9.99 I 41.so 42.2 23,8 57.8 zoo·& over 58.20 

24.5 75.5 10-12.99 57.6 42.4 
l 

64.4 

j 
35.6 

76.S 23.6 

~H 

24.8 75.Z I ~~-~$~~~-
.. __ 2_6_:_3_-+ __ 1_3_. 8-----~--1----

Sources: Pakistan Census of Agriculture (1960) Vol. 1, East Pak:l.stax1 
R. Gallelli, et al, Nigerian Cocoa Farmers (1956) 
R. Rm1som and R. Sutch (1973), private communication. 



the highest expected return and variance, but why would the lowest :income 

One possible explanation would be that the farmer 

has a utility function which decreases sharply at some critical income 

level so that he prefers to gamble in order to avoid poverty. 1 Such 

behavior would be the obveTse of that postulated by Friedman and Savage 

(1948) where the individual gambles in order to become wealthy. The 

principal difference is that the Friedman-Savage.individual who loses the 

lottery can survive without taking drastic action while the farmer who 

does not have enough to feed his family will be forced to borrow or starve. 

The approach taken in this paper explicitly postulates that the 

subsistence fanner focuses on short-nm goals such as mininrwn income as 

a basis for determining his crop allocation. Such an approach, we believe, 

corresponds with the terminology of :real farmers and hence may be more 

amenable to survey techniques at the micro level. The approach 

also implies that a behavioral kink exists at a critical income level; the 

kink 1nay be due to either psychological or economic factors, rathe-r than 

a generalized rate-of-preference for goods, Psychological factors~ such as 

Josing face by having to borrow, would encourage individuals to focus on 

a short-run income goal. Similar incentives would exist if there were 

imperfections in the capital market so that the cost of borrowing for low 

r-
Masson (1974) has hypothesized that the utility function might have a 

kink at a critical income level for reasons similar to those by ivhich we 
rationalize the 11target", He presents evidence for the hypothesis, using 
data by O'Mara ( 1971) on diffusion of technology in a Mexican fann project. 

3 
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Income farmers is considerably higher than the .Jllarket ::rate~ .Masson (19'72) 
~ 

has shuwn that such imperfections with or ,"ithout transactions costs would 

lead risk-nentl'al individuals to behave as if they i;Jere risk-averse. He 

not examined the case, considered in this paper. 14here an individual 

must bCJ1TOi,v if his' income falls below a critical leveL 

thc outset~ the point deserves emphasis that the cash crop 

ViilI in fact he the risky choice for a subsistence farmer in fllmostall 

C{lses a rrl1is ass_ertion is not tIle result of a 11en!er'se quirk of nature, 

but is inherent the process of exchange. A fanner who buys his food 

must consider the yield variance of the cash crop aSll1e11 as the price 

variance for both crops; for the fanner who grows his ovm, only the yield 

variance IS relevant. In the 19th century South, fOT example, the pI'ice 

and y-i e 1 d Wi ri8ncl"<:; f(rr cottO!! 

anee in fact hying slightly higher). But the standard deviation of com 

obtained X~. ~x,=haE.2e for. ~otto~ at market prices \vas four to five times as 

great as that of can] gr01.vn at home. In Bangladesh, the comparable ratios 

were between t\vO and three (see Table 2, p.B). lIenee, the model developed here 

nay have quite gon.eral applicability, wherever the maj or cash crop is not 

also a food crop. 

The next section develops a model of choice based on a lexicographic 

preference order which stresses the importance of short-run goals in detennining 

the subsistence fanrrer's allocation. Moderate and lJigh-ineome fanners are not as 

likely to he affected by these short-run goals, in which case their crop alloca-

tion will be based on maximizing some long-TtLl1 objective fWlction such as 

expected net ·t:etum. Subsequent sections illustrate the applicahility of 

the model in explaining patterns of choice between jute and rice in 
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Bangladesh and cotton and con1 in the 19th-century South. The concluding. 

section discusses policy implications of the model. 

II. Framework for Analysis 

Economists such as Georgescu-Roegen (1954), 01ipman (1971), 

Encarnacion (1965 land Day (1970) have proposed models of choice based on 

hierarchica1 goals (i.e. a lexicographic order) to ai1alyze decision making under 

uncertainty. Parallel developments in behavioral science and_.organization 

theory by Simon ( 1955) and Cyert and March (1963) have indicated that 

individuals and firms make decisions based primarily on satisfying short

ru:n goals rather than long-run objective ftmctions~ The model developed 

below integrates concepts from these two theories by utilizing the Arrow-

Hirshleifer statepreference approach. The approach also builds on Tobin-

Markowitz portfolio analysis by stressing the importrincP of risk «nil rPturri_ 

in farmers crop allocation decisions. 

Consider a farmer with present weal th (W } which can be allo
o 

cated to activities x and y next period. The value of W consists of a 
0 

certain amount of land as well as labor and capital, and his decision 

governs the amount of land devoted to the subsistence crop such as rice 

o:r com (x) and the cash crop such as jute or cotton(y). The future is 

represented by a point in time (time 1) in which, for simplicity, we will 

assume there are two alternative states of nature-- either a nonr.al year 

(state a) or an·extreme year {state b) with respective probabilities of 

occurrenee p and p, . The extreme year may be caused by some natural hazard . a o 
such as a flood or drought. If W, is invested solely in x~ then the net 

0 , 

retµrnat time l is a random variable·x Hhich can take on one of two 

values, Xa orXh. The random variable Y is defined in a similar manner. 

1 
Fishburn (1974) presents an excellent survey of the literature on the theory of l 
cographic orders and its use in models of preference and choice. 



Let m represent the proportion of W allocated to activity x with 
o 

the residual l-m allocated to y. Each value of m represents a distinctive 

adjustment by an individual to future states of nature. Following Arrow 

(1964) and Hirshleifer (1970) we will designate the outcome of a specific 

allocation decision, after a particular state of nature has occurred as a 

state of the world. Since there are only two states of nature in this exam-
. a b pIe, each value of m implies two possible states 'of the world, Z and Z , for 

6. 

llvealth at the end of period (\1/1)' Thus if m::! the two possible states of the 

world are za""Xa with probability Pa and zb=\With probability Pb; when m=O, 

then Ya and Yb are the D.vO possible states of the world. If an individual 

diversifies by allocation 2/3 of Wo to activity x (i.e. m=2/3) and the remain

der to y, then with constant returns to scale, Za= 2/3X + 1/3Y with probabi-a . 

The individual is assumed to allocate his initial wealth in 

such a l'lay as to maximize some objective function (e.g., expected return) 

but he has certain goals which may constrain his behavior, For example 

a farmer may want to ma.ximize the expected return from his land but has 

certain :minirm.nn requirements which may be critical to his future survival 

as well as desired cash reserves which he would like to have on hand at the 

end of the season. The individual is assumed to be able to rank these goals 

in order of importance to him, with 1 being the most important goal and 

R the least. In this two goal example the subsistence requirement would 

normally be ranked number 1. 

The possible outcomes of each goal, i, are given by a random 

* variahle Z. \vi th predetennined target value denoted by Z.. For example 
1 1 

:~ 
Z. may be the random variable !!net return per unit of land!! and Z. ma:y be 

1 1 



* the "minimu.'Tl required return per unit of land". The value of Zi may be 

determined by minimum food requirements over the course of the year. The 

probability distribution of Z. will be detennined by the proportion of W0 . l 

allocated to producing x and y respectively. For each goal, i, the decision 

maker is 

* Z.< Z 
1 i 

* assumed to be willing to tolerate a maximrnn risk level,a. that 
. 1 

* As will be shown in the next section the value of a ... may be deter-
1 

mined by cost considerations, such as the differential between lending and 

7. 

borrowing costs for the small farmer, or by some personal preference function. 

Given these asstunptions, the appropriate model to describe an 

individual's behavior in allocating his land to two different crops might 

be 

maximize 

(l) 

subject to 

i=l, .•• ,R (2) 

This model is of the chance-constrained progrannning variety which has 

been treated extensively in the management science literature. 1 If there 

is at least one feasible solution to this problem, then the farmer chooses 

the portfolio yielding the highest E(1\T1). If, on the other hand, there 
' 

is no feasible alternative which satisfies all the constraints, then the 

individual will be forced to relax one or more of his restrictions. 

One solution to this latter problem would be to assign different 

penalty functions for deviating from each of the goals and trying to mini-

1 
For a recent set of references on chance-constrained programming see Eisner, 
Kaplan and Soden (1971). 
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mize the overall costs. 111is approach, labeled as goal programming, has recently 

received wide coverage in the litcrature. 1 

The main drawback of goal prograrmning is that it forces the decision maker 

to specify simultaneously the costs of deviation from each of his goals. Not 

on:ly may it be difficult to obtain these appropriate cost functions, but it is 

somewhat unrealistic to assume that in practice a decision maker will modify 

all his constraints simultaneously. Rather, as Cyert and March (1963) have 

argued, he is likely to change one constraint at a time to see .if he can obtain a 

feasible solution • 

. Such a procedure implies a decision rule based on a lexicographic order. 

)pecifically the fanner is assumed to modify his constraint set by using a system 

of priorities dictated by the relative importance of each of the goals, lowered

numbered goals being more important than higher-numbered ones. If he cannot 

satisfy all goals he will first accept a lower probability of achieving goal R 

than any of the others. ·His modified objective is thus 

maximize 

subject to 

1 ' 
For a discussion of goal programming and list of references see Dyer, (1972) 
and 
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If there is sti 11 no f casible alternative, then goal R-1 will be relaxed and the 

first R-2 constraints will be maintained, and so on dm11T1 to the last possible case 

where the objective function is minimize Probability (Z1 < Zl). In terms of the An 

Hirshleifer state-preference formulation, this approach implies that for each goaJ 

* i, there is a critical state of the world Z. , towards which the decision maker i:: 
1 

aiming. * Given uncertainty, he is as!?umed to tolerate some maximum risk level, ci., 
1 

that future wealth will fall below this state of the world. · If the set of goals v. 

estimated subsistence requirements during each of the next R periods, then a lexit 

graphic preference order would be a logical decision nile for· the farmer to follm 

III. .£1.J21~1ica!j.:.?n t~~ Crop _Allocation Decisions in Bangladesh 

The above model of choice can explain planting decisions by Bangladesh 

fa:nners who must decide how much of their land should be allocated to jute and 

the aus variety of rice. In Bangladesh jute and rice are both 1rredominantly growr 

growers' plots is somewhat greater than the average of all farmers' holdings, it 

1 1 ·13. b" h " 2 rare. y exceeos ten acres w1t1 to 6 acres eing t e most common size. 

Aus rice is sown between the middle of Februa1y and the middle of April 

while jute is planted between early March and early May. Both crops are hanreste, 

between July 1 and early October. In general, land, labor and equipment are read 

interchangeable between the two. TI1ere is some land suitable only for rice or jtr 

alone, but for most land a decision must be made between a subsistence crop (rice 

or cash crop (jute). 

I---
According to the 1960 Pakistan Census of Agriculture approximately 61 percent of 

all Bangladesh farms were owner-operated and another 37 percent were owner-cum 
tenant. The owner-operated fanns contained 82 percent of total land area. For a 
more detailed discussion of the stnict:ure of agriculture in Bangladesh see Khan (J 
pp. 38-56. 

2 
For a more detailed description of the economic characteristics of those fanners 

who grov,,r jute and rice and the importance of the subsistence constraint, see Rabl' 
(1965), Ecor_~snny of Jute (1966) md Hussain (1969). 
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To illustrate the rationality of gambli11g behavior on the part of 

the subsistence fanners it is only necessary to introduce a single short~n.m 

goal-- a desired level of rice to feed one's family. Naturally such a model 

is oversimplified since there may be other short-run constraints such as 

cash requirements and available labor-supply which play a·role in crop al1o-

cation decisions. The lack of data on individual fanns has prevented us 

from developing a more refined model for Bangladesh at this til}le. Individual 

farm data is available on the allocation of land between cotton and con1 in 

the 19th-century South and these will be discussed in the next section. 

For analysis purposes it is most convenient to express the crop 

retmns and the miniml.D11 consumption requirement in terms of rice per acre 

since this is the critical constraint. Letting X and Y represent the, net 

returns from rice and jute respectively, define 

1 

X= r 

Y= (j P. -C)/P 
J r 

where 1 
j= yield of jute per acre (in maunds) 

r= yield of aus rice per acre (in maunds) 

P. = price of jute per maund at the 
J 

grower's level (in rupees) 

P = current retail price of rice per maund 
r 

(in rupees) 

C= cost differential per acre of growing jute 

rather than rice (in rupees) 

One maund equals 82.29 pounds. 
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Using (1 ) and (2) and assUInjng constant returns to scale the allocation model is 

max E {mX+ (l-m)Y} 

subject to 

* Probability {lTL'(+' (1 ""m)Y .;;. Z };.>. a'~ 

(3) 

(4) 

where Z:1: represents the minimum consumption level in rice per acre. 

Those fanners -Illho have large parcels of land or other outside income 

\-..rill have a sufficiently 10lv value of Z:I, that they can satisfy the minimum 
- -. 

consumption constraint given by-(4) by maximizing (3), Let A . represent rna). . 

the acreage size above 'which the farmer will not be constrained by (4). Fanners 

* th land holdings beloltl "i\max will have a value of Z sufficiently high that 

they will be forced to sacrifice some ex-pected retUTIl in order to reduce the 

variance. These fa:rmers will detennine their crop allocation pattern by the 

minimum return constraint. We will designate these as safety-first fanners 

to indicate that their decision is based first on satisfying a predetennined 

f ·' . i. - 1 sa ety level (G )" . 

The poorest fanners may find that no crop allocation pattern will 

yield a feasible solution as specified by (4). If Z-J.: remains fixed,as will 

be assumed here, then such a fanner will be forced to raise his acceptable risk 

level above a * and will thus grow more of the high return high-variance crop. 

TI1ese farmers will be appropriately designated as gamblers. Let A. represent 
lTIln 

the acreage size below which the fanner Hill be forced to gamble. For any given 

value of a -": a sufficient increase in Z* (e.g. a decrease in available land) will 

cause the minimum retUTIl constraint to be operative. Similar behavior \,dll be 

observed if remains constant [l.nd a.* decreases. Relatively high required re-

turns (1, combined with relatively low acceptable risk levels (Ci:l:) will lead to 

gambl ing beh::l"1.rior, 

-1·~--'-'-·-----·-·-" 

.ANote that this definition of safety-first differs from the one used by Roy (1952), 
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To determine what region the fanner is :in if his acreage is below 

A simply allocate land so as to satisfy the fol1mdng objective function: 
max 

min {prObability [mX +(I-m)y <zj} (5) 

Designate the resulting risk level as a'.If a'<a.* then there is some 

portfolio of activities which will satisfy both Z* and a*, and the fanner 

will be a safety·,first man. By definition his acreage will be between 

~in and Amax· If a' > a.:~ the fanner will gamble by setting aX:::: a' and 

utilize the crop allocation pattern specified by (5). 

For the case of fanns in Bangladesh published data on agricultural 

yields and prices from 1947-70 were utilized to estimate sample statistical 
,1 

moments for Jute and rice. For the eight largest jute growing district in 

Bangladesh see Table 2 u~ing a value of P =37.5.2 Based on a 1969-70 survey of 
r 

between growing rice and jute was found to range bet\\·een 28 and 110 rupees depend-

ing on surplus manpower on fa'nus and quality of the land. Setting an upper limit 

of 100, the value of C for each district was chosen so that the expected retum 

of jute was only slightly higher than for rice. Given the considerably 

higher variance for jute than rice there would then be little incentive 

1 

2 

A more detailed discussion of statistical data for analyses of the jute
rice planting decision appears in Kunreuther (1972). Data for the 
Faridpur district indicate that the normal distribution is a good approxi
mation for X and Y and this assumption will be maintained here for 
convenience. 

A 1970 survey of rice PTices in Bangladesh (see Efferson (1970)) indicates 
that farmers in villages were paying anywhere from 35 to 40 rupees per 
maund for rice. For purposes of this analysis we \\Til1 utilize a value of 
Pr = 37.5. Since rice prices have follmved an upward trend since 1957 we 
have assumed that only the current price of rice affects the fanner's 
crop groh'ing decision. For further discussion on this point see Kunreuther 
(1972) p. 15. 



Myrncmsingh 

Comi11a 

'Ran.gpur 

Bogra 

Pabna 

Jes sore 

Data Source 

Table 2 

Sample Stat]st:ics for Jute and Rice in Eight 
Districts of Bangladesh 

c 
Rice (X) Ju~e (Y) ------

Vx C1 x JJy C1y 

----
9.69 1.56 9.72 3.32 

8.06 1.24 8.51 3.31 

88 9.29 1. so 9.31 3.54 

89 9.40 1.38 9.45 3.27 

59 9.60 .35 9.63 3.53 

64 9.05 .69 I 9.08 3.37 

100 

55 

8.55 1.68 l 8. 72 4.31 

9.98 1.46 110. 00 3.14 
-----ri-f 

13. 

Cc:::::f-f ic ien t of 
Correlation 

between 
x and Y 

.53 

.27 

.49 

.22 

.50 

.61 

.50 

.47 

Bureau of Agricultural Statistics in East Pakistan (1947-70) 

for risk-· averse fanners to grow jute on homogeneous land unless their utility 

curve had some kinks in it. 

Estimates of Z* were obtained .from data assembled by Islam (1966) in hi~ 

analysis of rural family budgets for seven income groups in Bangladesh based on 

the 1960 National Sample Sunrey. Total expenditures for the lowest income group 

indicate that they required an equivalent of 16.15 maunds of rice per year for 

. 1 1 surviva .. TITis value will be utilized as an estimate of Z* in determining the pi 

portion of fann.ers who will be forced to gamble. Safety-first farmers, on the ot1 

hand, are likely to have levels of v: vihich increase as a function of acreage siz( 

r-
The per capita monthly total expenditure for the lowest income group was 15.42 

n1pees (see Islam 1966). Since average family size was 5.3 and P =37 .S nmees - , r -
this is equivalent to household expenditure of 26 .15 malm.ds of rice per year. 



For these farmers we have permitted z* to increase up to 61.2 maunds of rice 

(the equivalent expenditure for the median income group in Islam's analysis) 

so as to obtain a crop allocation of jute and rice which matches the actual 

distribution based on 1960 agricultural data. 

* 'The acceptable risk level a depends upon the fanner' s options 

should his returns fall below z*. One possibility would be for the tenant 

to borrow rice from his landlord at a relatively high interest rate (payable 

in maunds of rice next year). TI1e one period new-sboy model utilized in 

inventory theory may provide a good approximation for a~~ in this case. 1 If 

farmer had a good year so that his return exceeded z*, then he would 

incur a per unit holding charge (h) representing the opportunity cost asso-

ciated with grm.,ring more rice than required. Similarly if a poor year forced, 

h1m to borrow r:ice he would incur a oer unit shortage cost ts). In the 

14. 

optimal solution to the newsboy model there is a simple correspondence between 

the acceptable risk level and the ratio of s/h. Specifically 

·i 
.!. 

a.* "' lJ~+sJh) 

The minimal differentials in mq:iectcd return between jute and rice specified 

in Table 1 and the high costs of borrowing by subsistence f aTmers imply a 

large s/h ratio. Th.e subjective "shortage cost11 may in fact be very much 

higher than in this illustration, if the ability to borrow at all is 

uncertain, or if a shortfall may involve the loss of property or tenure 

1 
For a description of the newsboy model see any basic operations research 

text, such as Hillier and Lieberman (1967), pp. 370-77, or Wagner (1969), 
pp. 792 ·-98. 



* status, OT social embmTassmcnt. For this example a has been arbitrarily 

assumed to be . 025. 

Based un t ' <• N* d * l 1 l • es 1.rnates ot L an·· oc anc t 1e means anc1 variances 

1n 1, we can detennine critical acreage sizes for classifying farmers 

Bangiadcsh. Households whose farm size is 1ess than J\nin acres would be 

gamblers while those whose plots ranged from Amin to ~nax would be safety

first farmers. Table 3 presents the values of ~nin and. ·1\nax and the corre-

sponding percentage of land in these two categories for each of the eight 

jute-growing districts in Bangladesh. Based on one-goal model over 80 

percent of the acreage in all districts except Jessore would be in either 

the gambling or safety-first Tegions. 

As stated above~ the simple one-goal model is illustrative rather 

than rc.::il is tic. C01:1sideraLly mu1 e <lata on characteristics of individual 

farms are needed to utilize such a model of choice to predict actual crop 

allocation decisions. For example, on farms where families have outside 

sources of income the minimum required return per acre would be lower than 

if they relied solely on their land for survival. Households with J.arge 

have surplus labor which would tend to reduce the value of C 

* but would increase Z given that they have more mouths to feed . 

.{'.pplication t_~ ;.Jineteenth Century Sout}:l~n!;_/\.gricu~ture_ 

In this section the lexicographic model presented above is used to 

explain patterns of choice between cotton and com in the 19th century U.S. 

South, and to propose an explanation for one of the enduring puzzles of 

Southen1 economic histor1. 1 It may at first glance seem strange to apply a 

1 
The analysis of this section is developed and documented more fully in 

Wright and Kunreuther (1974). 

15. 
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Table 3 

Proportion of Farms 1n Gambling and Safetv First Regions for 
· -- . Eight Prhlcipal Jute Growing Dist~·icts in Bangladesh 

- ---:--·----- l 
District [A. A .. Pe_r __ (;.en tage_..Q£J...ancLln 

-~nll max Gambling Region !Safety-first Regfon.
1 

Dacca I 3.9 9.8 44.7 37.9 

Faridpur 
; 

4.6 11.3 46.4 37.9 

1V1ymensingh 4.1 10.4 41.3 41.1 

Comilla 3.9 9.3 60.0 29.0 

:IB.ngpur 3.8 9.2 32.4 39.7 

Bogra 4.6 11.1 46.6 39.0 

Pabna 5.0 11.1 43.0 37.2 

Jessore ' 3.7 8.7 Zl.3 47.0 
{. 

subsistence-farming model to an agricultural area and period in which labor 

was relatively scarce and fann sizes were far larger then those of 

Bangladesh. But in certain fundrunental respects the cotton-com decision 

was similar to the choice between jute and rice. Cotton was sold for cash, 

corn was predominantly consrnned on the farm - both directly by humans and 

indirectly in the fonn of .feed for hogs. (We assrnne corn prices and alloca

tion reflected both types of demand.) Most cotton farms grew a mixture of 

cotton and food crops, of which corn '~as by far the most important. 

The choice between cotton and ~om was printarily a question of 

land allocation. 'The labor requirements of the two crops dovetailed nicely 

over the growing season (Davis 1939, p. 66; Gallman 1970; Moore 1958, p. 58; 
( 

I 

.! 
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Phillips 1918, pp. 207-08; Parker 1972, pp. 181-189.) In terms of la.nd, 

however, the two crops were clearly c0J1q1etitive. To be sure, land 'was 

relatively cheap in the 19th century, but even in 1860 implov~~. acreage was 

not a free good, and land in the most fertile parts of the South brought 

very high pI'ices. Post-Civil lVarAgriculture Departl11ent and experiment

station studies of the cost of cotton were genera.1ly couched in tenns of 

returns per acre (Texas AES 1893; USDA 1899). Since temporary off-fam 

employment was typically unavailable in most parts the South~ the question 

of diversification may be viewed as balancing a "portfolio" of acreage in 

the face of uncertainties about prices and yields. 

Prior to the Civil War, many small farmers of the South lv-ere 

largely or entirely outside the market economy. We do not have acreage and 

yield data for the antebellum period, hilt therp: i~; revery "P32SC'!: t-" believe 

that the expected value of cotton acreage was above that of corn. Yet 96.5% 

of fanYls in the Cotton South did gTOW com; still more strikingly~ 27.6% of 

the fann grew .~ cotton at all, and many more grew only smal1 ~llounts. 

Gallman (1970) has explained plantation self-sufficiency in tenllS of the 

cheapness of land and the non-competitiveness bebTeen labor requirements for 

the t1NO crops. Certainly some diversification can be explained on. these 

efficiency grounds; but these considerations cannot explain why cotton was 

apparently such a '1narginal!f crop for so many fanners. 

\Ve believe that this behavior is well-explained by the "safety

first!! model, without the "gambling regionH at the lower tail of the distribu~ 

tion ; even the "small" fanner of 1360 could ensure, th reasonable 

confidence, that his family would not fall belm",. intolerable levels of 



subsistence. 111ere is now considerable evidence that almost all fann.s in 

the antebe11um South attempted to achieve self-sufficiency in foods at the 
1 

fann level.- The simplest way of viewing the matteT is to postulate "self-

sufficiency0 as a target in its own right. ln terms of a lexicographic 

order, sucb a goal implies planting enough acres in com to achieve a con-

fidence level 1- a.~~ that the yield of corn will be sufficient: to meet 

consumption requirements. This 1 ~self-sufficiency-constraint0 requires small 

farmers to plant a larger share of their acreage rn com. As .farm size 

expands, howe··.rer i planters with the same goal will nonetheless be much less 

pressed by the constraint. Unfortunately, data on acreage by crop are 

lacking for 1860, but the figures on relative outputs by farm size do seem 

to fit this patte::rn, as shot-vn ln Table 4. 

Table 4 

Com/Cotton Ratios (bushels/bales) 
oy Improve<l!\creage Size Class 

Cotton Soiith~ 1860 I ·- ·--·1 -· l 

18. 

I Improved 1~ l I I !Acreage 1 0-49 . 50-90 100-199 200-299 1300-499 
i-·· I -------1-----~. , __ 

100-999 over 1000 

JCom/Corton i ,; 71 I j 
1_'.'.:_tio~62 .. 82 45.81 34.16 128.46 I 24.41 18.74 · 1 

Source: U.S. Census sample (1860) 

1 
See especially Gallman 1970) 



A slightly different way of interpreting the same data is to 

view self-sufficiency not as an independently-postulated goal but as a 

target derived from the "subsistenceH constraint that real income (i.e., in 
~, 

com-bushel equivalents) not fall below Z per acre. We assume that typical 

* sma1l farms of 1860 could expect to achieve Z 1.1ith reasonable confidence 

by specializing in conl. Shifting into cotton would increase expected 

* earnings, but only at the price of greater risk (a") of falling below Z . 

For small farms the point where a"=:; a* is reached early, with litt1e or no 

cottOD. E\ien if standards of "tolerablell food consumption are higher on 

* large farms, Z· will be lower as farm size increases as long as' the "e1a5ti-

ci ty of minimum standcirds with respect to fann size ll 1S less' than unity, 1 

and in any case~ because there are generally more household members per acre 

19. 

T11is minimum-income target is clearly not the same as a "subsistence 

constraint!l in any biological sense, but the interpretatiol1 is not altogether 

different from the case of Bangladesh. As:in Masson (1972), the Ilk ink!! in 

the function arises not from biology or from discontinuities in the utility 

of consumption,·but because behavior must change below some income level --

specifically, the individual must borrow or sell asse!s, either of which may 

pose a threat to the security of the fannholding. A large farm, on the other 

hand, may share the self-sufficiency target} but - referring back to the 

newsboy model - the consequences of a shortage are less se1'ious, and hence 

Fol" evidence that the elasticity of the "poverty line" with respect to 
income is about 0.6, see Kilpatrick (1973). 



* ct will be higher. The newsboy model implies (if s/h exceeds unity) that 

in a normal year farmers will grow more than their minimum tolerable level 

of corn, perhaps even more than they want to consLQ11e · in any case. Most of 

the self-sufficiency studies have found that such surpluses were in fact 

connnon in 1860. But these surpluses will be viewed as a source of relief 

and not distress, in much the way that a good hostess is not dismayed to 

see food left over after a party-- at least she did not suffer the embar-

:rassrnent of nrnning short. 

Regression analysis using :farm data from the 1860 U.S. Census 

. 1 
sample confirms that the share of acreage devoted to cotton is inversely 

correlated with family members per acre, and positively correlated with 

improved acreage. An illustrative regression, for the alluvial region, is 

er~ .418 + .oo49**SQ 
(3.91) 

.156**P/IA + 
(2.08) 

.00017**IA 
(2. 41) 

(6) 

where CT= share of acreage in cotton~ SQ= an index of soil quality, 

20. 

P= on..,farm population, IA== improved acreage and **indicates significance at 

.the_ 1% level. The model would also predict the positive correlation 

between CT and SQ, since better land will increase the probability of 

1 
For description and discussion of the sample, see Parker (1970). 

2 
For details of variable definitions and alternative regression procedures, 

see Wright: and Kunreuther (1974). 
3 
Obtained from output data on assumption that land yields are constant 

for both cotton and com. 



ch . . . Z* f . l a ieving a given rom a given acreage. · 

By 1880 the South was no longer self-sufficient in food, per capita 

production of corn and hogs falling to only half of what they were in 1860 

(Ransom and Sutch 1972). Regional conccntrat:lon on cotton production had 

markedly increased, despite the fact that relative cotton prices for the 

21. 

period 1876-1880 were not at all tmusual compared to the 1850s. True, cotton 

prices had been high during the immediate post-war years 1866-76, but the 

region never again returned to self-sufficiency, even though relative cotton 

prices show no subsequent trend of any significance up to 1900 (DeCanio 

1973, p. 616). Nor do relative yield trends appear to provide an explanation. 

Not only had the regional crop-mix shifted, but the cross-section 

pattern had changed as well. Ransom and Sutch (1972) have documented the 

·considerable extFmt to which srna11 tenant farmers devoted a large !;h.:rrc of 

their acreage to cotton, often more than farm owners with far greater holdings 

of land. An explanation for the concentration on cotton in terms.of the 

institutional arrangements of Southern agriculture is a conunon theme among 

Southern historians. Typically it is argued that landlords and merchants-

through c.rop-1.iens and informal pressures, imposed excessive cotton-growing , 

Results like these have considerable relevance for the measurement of total 
factor productivity and economies of scale in agriculture. For example, 
FogeJ. and Engennan (1974) find evidence of major economies of scale tmder 
slavery in 1860. But these results are obtained by aggregating outputs at 
market prices. The higher "efficiency" of plantations can be largely ex
plained by this crop-mix effect, rather than the organizational economies 
stressed by Fogel and Engennan. 
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requirements on the tenants 1 Ivho otherwise would have chosen more diversi-

fication. 

The difficulty with the claim that the shift to cotton was economi-

cally perverse at the micro-level is that the price--yield-cost evidence 

strongly suggests ,that an acre of cotton land had a significantly higher 
1 

expected yield in value tenl1S than an acre of corn. These differences are 

generally larger than the jute-rice differentials of Table 2. However, the 

differences in variance also are greater: a X (corn) average 1. 6; while a y 

(cotton in corn-bushel equivalents) averages 7.4. Assuming that a roughly 

similar relationship held sway before the Civil War as wel1~ the explanation 

for the shift must somehow come to grips with the apparent change in behavior 

toward risk. The change 'may of course have been externally imposed on the 

tenants (though direct evj(lence of this is SC2nty), but our analysis $c.<ggc::;-;:::; 

that it may have resulted from the quasi-vohmtary decisions of the tenants 

(and Ohl11el'S of small fanns) themselves, in the changed circumstances of the 

post-bellum South. 

Why should the Southerners of 1880 have been more willing to bear 

risk than those of 1860? Our analysi3 focuses on the following three histo--

rical developments; (1) the drastic fall in average fann size, and specifi-

cally the emergence of large numbers of extremely small fanns by 1860 

r 
This statement is based on an extensive analysis of USDA state-level price 

and yield figures, and the cost-of-production figures in USDA (1899). Even 
when all of the costs of fertili zer. giru'1ing and pressing, bagging and ties, 
marketing, implement repair and "other" expenses are assigned to cotton and 
not to corn, cotton retains an expected yield advantage. See Wright and 
Kunreuther (1974). 
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standards; (2) the rIse of tenancy and associated systems of credit; (3) 

the rapid fall in the price of cotton during 1866-1875 from its historic 

highs after the Civil iVar. OUf hypot.hesis is that these developments 

combined to create a class of small farmers in the "gambIingn region. 

The effect of the fan in farm size is to raise the minimum yield 

* Z requ:ired for any given target; by itself 1 such a change could shift the 

crop mix in either direction. 'Ihe fonner slaves, however, lacked tangible 

assets at the time of emancipation and hence were enmeshed willy-nilly in 

the market economy. Under either cash tenancy or sharecroppinp, a variety 

of changes militated against safety-first behavior: first, the s)rstem of 

advances during the year lessened the actual threat of fal1ing below sub-

sistence; s(;cond, the contraction of debts raised the amount of cash income 

',vhich a tenant hau 1..u Larget in order 1:0 breaK even; third, the fact that 

the tenant had fe,." assets and did not 0\<111 his own farm reduced the incentive 

to "play if safe "; fourth, if a basic desire of the tenant fanner was to be 

an independent fann"'O\vl1er (essentially the same desire as the safety- firsters 
1: 

of 1860), he now ,."culd have to target a much higher Z in order to ac:hieve 

this goal) as opposed to maintaining it, Small fanns and high targets 

necessitate gambling. "I11ese structural characteristics were reinforced by 

the course of cotton prices. The very high prices of the immediate post-war 

period coaxed many farmers into cotton, and the rapid fall made it difficult 

to get out. 

Empirical verification of these hypotheses is difficult because we 

* . have no direct measure of Z , nor even a measure of the extent of indebtedness 

as a proxy. Nonetheless, vie would predict a correlation between cotton-



growing and the presence of tenancy and very sIPall farms. Table 5 uses 

county averages for 1880 to test these predictions. Regression (7) shmifs 

that a positive overall correlation stil1 exists between fa:nn size and the 

share of acreage in cotton; however, regressions (8) through (13) shmv that 

the pattern is actually U-shaped since the coefficient associated with small 

farms is positive. The strong association between ten.ancy and cotton comes 

through cl eaT ly J but the U- shaped pattern is present llihether tenancy is 

included or not. Regression (13) might be intel-preted as showing that the 

threshold between gambling and safety-first behavior was around 50 acres for 

~iownedn farms, whereas for tenants it was at least 100 acres. 1 

If the l6X.lC0gI:dyhic model o_f chOIce IS a correct df'sc:ription. of 

behavior, then a conflict is likely to arise betvmen the economic status of 

the individual and optimal resource allocation from the standpoint of eco-

nomic development. The group of fanners who follow the safety-first strategy 

may be said to have misallocatcd their resources by planting a substantial 

portion of their land with a food crop having a lower- eX'Pected return than 

the cash crop, and this misallocation arises from the institutional arrange-

ments of the agricultural sector rather than from ignonmce or technical 

in~,:fficiency. To achieve a more efficient allocation of resources two 

1 
-The argument of this section could of course be translated in terms of a 
discontinuous utility-of-income schedule, as in Masson (1974). However, to 
explain the change from 1860 to 1880, one would have to postulate a shift 
in the utility schedule, Hhereas our cA--planation involves stable prcI'erences 
during the two periods - fundamentally, the desire to be an -lndependent 
family fann mlmer. 

24. 
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Table 5 

Regression CoefficL:nts: Cotton South, 1880 
Dependent Variable: G::ittcn Acreage/Tota1 Acreage 

· (Countv Data·i 
r~rz.e.gre~~-------------·--·1··--:-·-·-r.:.:.1-, __ ~-1------i------·----r----~-----··r 

I yarfabl;-~ ~-~) 1 ~9~-+ (10) I ~=--~:z~ (1~-)--~ 
I I f I I I l Constant • 249 .109 . 162 I . 310 I . 297 ! , 132 ·. I . 279 I 

Cotton Yield/ 3.34** 3.38** 13.25** I 2.6si'o11 2.59 3.08.** 2.60 ** I 
Con1 Yield (S.64) (6,24) !(6.20) 1(4.48) (4.63)., (5.85) (4.64) 

POP/IA I .068 -.041 ,. -.041 1-.075 -.072 -,038 -.008 
. (1. 09) (0. 70) (O. 73) (L 22) (1. 23) (O. 67) (fl .13) 

IA/# Farms 

Tenants/ 
# Farms 

I Farms (50/ 
! # Farms 

Farms 50-100/ 
# Farms 

Ten. Farms< SO/ 
It (50 

! 0.0019**. 
.1(7.75). 

I 

Ten. Farms 50-100/ I 

0.0022** 
(9. 65) 

0.00038** 
(8. 60) 

# Farms 50/100 

,.........-. ~-·~----.R-2 _. ___ ,_ ___ -.2:-29------4t .354 

N= 386 counties 
t-ratios in parenthesis 
:1>:>: infHc::itp<: c:inr1if'ir::mr·p ~"!" 1~ •····0 "~.1 

I 

0.0016** 
(6.88) 

0.328** 
(5.44) 

0.00020** 
(3.74) 

.0019** 0. 0013** 0.0019* 0. 0014** 

1(8.11) (5.63) (8. 36) (6.21) 

0. 390** 
I 

0. 00011** 
(7. 36) 

I 

(6.76) 

0. 00005** o. 00027~1t* 
(2.70) (S.86) 

0. 00007in~ 
(4. 45) 

- • 00026*"'; l - . 00016** - • 00019:~;1; 
~ s . 9 s) I r 6 . 7 6) c 4 • s4) ,. 

I ' . I 0.190** 0.067 I 
! !' (5.48) i (1.27) l 

. . . I _J {3.60) I ~ .t1 I .. 1 . 259** I 

~L~-L-~ _-40~.4~1 



choices a-re open: (1) reduce the safety-first fanners to gamblers, or (2) 

give them enough security so that they will focus more on the relative 

ex-pccted returns from their crops and less on their variance. 

Ironically~ the post-bc11uxn South did manage to develop institu-

tions which achieved a combination of (1) and (2), creating a class of very 

small farmers with little to protect by exercising caution. The irony is 

compotmded in that these institutions almost certainly hurt the region as 

a whole. The South was in the wmsual position of possessing substantial 

une:-.rp1oited monopoly power in world cotton markets; hence the shift depressed 

the cotton price while having no effect on world corn and hog prices.1 

Even for the mo:te usual case in which a cow1try actively desires 

to expand its 

stra (1) seems to us indefensible from the standpoint of equity. Turning 

to strategy (2), one obvious device would be for the government to provide 

a minimum guarantee of enough food to feed the family in case of a bad har-

vest. Through surveys of individual fanners it should be possible to deter

* mine these mininnJJT1 requirements (i.e. Z ) as a function of family size and 

age distribution. Another way of :reducing the importance of variance in 

the crop allocation decision would be for the government to provide easy 

1 
1:;or documentation of this assertion, see Wright (1974) 
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credit to farmers at market rates of interest during poor harvests. 1 Other 

things being equal, such an arTangement would raise the farmer 1 s acceptable 

risk level by reducing his s/h ratio. The extent that such individual risk 

reduction is desirable w'ill of course be tempered by whatever sod~:.. prefer-

ence exists for reducing the dependence of foreign exchange ean1ings on a 

small number of corrrrnodities) as discussed by Brainard and Cooper (1968). 

The lexicographic model also makes a case for land.-reform, but only 

of generous proportions; mild land reform directed toward the very poorest class 

may have some resource allocation costs by shifting them from gamb1eTs to 

safety-first farmers. 

1 
Before the 1971 Pakistan war, low interest loans called "toccavi 11 loans 

were available to farmers in East Pakistan if there was a bad crop. Procu
ring them invol'1ed considerable red tape, and most small fanners felt they 
could not be obtained when needed. 
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